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The electronic structures, one-photon absorption (OPA), and two-photon absorption (TPA) properties of a
series of ferrocene-based chromophores with TCF-type acceptors (TCF) 2-dicyanomethylene-3-cyano-4-
methyl-2,5-dihydrofuran) have been studied by using the ZINDO-SOS method. The results have revealed
that OPA and TPA of ferrocenyl derivatives are affected by the strength of the acceptor, especially theπ-bridge
conjugation length. The TPA cross section increases with increasing acceptor strength andπ-bridge conjugation
length. The TCF-type acceptor with a phenyl group can lead to a larger TPA cross section. Quadrupole
molecules have the largest TPA cross sections (2000-3000 GM), which are about 4 times that of the
corresponding dipolar molecules, indicating larger interactions between the top and bottom branches. Finally,
the origins of the two-photon excitations for ferrocenyl derivatives are analyzed. The calculations show that
ferrocenyl derivatives with TCF-type acceptors (especially quadrupole molecules) are promising candidates
for TPA materials.

1. Introduction
There is significant interest in the development of two-photon

absorption (TPA) materials because of their potential applica-
tions such as upconverted lasing,1-3 optical power limiting,4-6

photodynamic therapy,7 and three-dimensional (3D) microfabrica-
tion.8-10 Extensive studies have been conducted, and great
progress has been made on the relationship between molecular
structure and TPA cross section.11-21 Some basic structural
motifs have been revealed to be important regarding TPA
molecular construction. Molecular structures containing a
π-center with electron donors or acceptors on the terminal sites
of the conjugation system are expected to exhibit good TPA
response. Particularly, the conjugation length,π-electron center,
and chemical functional groups at the end of electron conjuga-
tion are recognized as three important factors for structure-
property optimization.11,12,14,15Much work has focused on linear
quadrupole molecules as potential TPA dyes.11,22 Another
strategy toward the enhancement of TPA beyond linear chro-
mophores has been the development of multibranched17,23,24and/
or dendritic chromophores25-28 where collections of TPA active
subunits extend into two or three dimensions. Prasad and co-
workers showed that the multibranched structure significantly
increases the TPA cross section in comparison to the one-
branched counterparts.17 Minhaeng Cho et al. investigated the
TPA properties of a series of octupolar molecules and pointed
out that for this kind of molecule the TPA cross section increases
as the strength of the donor or acceptor increases and the TPA
cross section is linearly proportional to the first hyperpolariz-
ability.29 Sahraoui and co-workers measured the third-order
susceptibilities and TPAs in branched oligothienylenvinylene
derivatives using a degenerate four-wave mixing technique.30

They demonstrated that the values of third-order susceptibilities
and TPA coefficientsâ increase as the number of branches
increases.

Organometallic compounds are intriguing candidates for
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials,31-33 because (1) these
compounds can have metal-to-ligand (MLCT) or ligand-to-metal
(LMCT) charge-transfer bands, which are often associated with
larger optical nonlinearities, in the UV-visible region of the
spectrum; (2) coordinating a ligand containing highly polarizable
π-electrons to a metallic center having weakly bound valence
electrons (i.e., which is highly polarizable) could, in principle,
yield electronic structures that exhibit enhanced optical non-
linearities; and (3) organometallic subunits, by virtue of the large
number of available coordination sites about a metal center,
could conceivably be incorporated into macroscopic matrixes
through a variety of novel attachment schemes. Sandwich-type
compounds, like ferrocene, are examples of organometallic
systems of potential interest, because they contain aromatic
cyclopentadienyl rings interacting with a metal atom through
theirπ-electron systerms. Second-order and third-order nonlinear
optical chromophores based on ferrocene are currently attracting
a great deal of attention.34-42 Ferrocene derivatives withµâ as
large as 11 200× 10-48 esu, comparable with the best
all-organic chromophores, have been achieved.43 Ghosal et al.
investigated nonlinear properties of various aryl and vinyl
derivatives of ferrocene by using the degenerate four-wave
mixing technique.34 Kanis et al. studied the second-order
nonlinear optical responses oftrans-1-ferrocenyl-2-(N-meth-
ylpyridinium-4-yl)ethylene iodide andcis-1-ferrocenyl-2-(4-
nitrophenyl)ethylene using ZINDO combined with sum-over-
states and gave results in accord with experimental values.35

They pointed out that the molecular second hyperpolarizability
increases strongly with the length of the conjugatedπ-electron
systems and intense MLCT transitions dominate the optical
nonlinearity, while the lower-frequency ligand-field-based ex-
citations contribute little. Wright et al. studied second harmonic
generation of main-chain, side-chain, and guest-host polymers
of ferrocenyl chromophores.44 A second harmonic intensity 4
times that ofy-cut quartz crystal was measured. Some ferrocenyl
complexes have been synthesized by Li et al., and the studied
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results show that these complexes possess larger second
hyperpolarizability.40 Liao et al. systematically studied a series
of NLO chromophores incorporating the ferrocenyl group as
an electron donor and dicyanomethylene-3-cyano-4- methyl-
2,5-dihydrofuran derivatives as electron acceptors and pointed
out that the first hyperpolarizabilities of ferrocenyl derivatives
increase with the strengths of acceptors and the conjugation
chain length and a linear relation exists between the hyper-
polarizability and the bond length alternation.42 Though TPA
belongs to a third-order nonlinear optical phenomenon, the
reports on TPA properties of ferrocene-containing chromophores
are rare. In this paper, a series of ferrocenyl derivatives are
designed, and their electronic structures and one- and two-photon
absorption properties are studied.

2. Computational Methods

The TPA process corresponds to simultaneous absorption of
two photons. The TPA efficiency of an organic molecule, at
optical frequencyω/2π, can be characterized by the TPA cross
sectionδ(ω). It can be directly related to the imaginary part of
the second hyperpolarizabilityγ(-ω; ω, ω, -ω) by ref 45

wherepω is the energy of the incoming photons,c the speed
of light, andε0 the vacuum electric permittivity.n denotes the
refractive index of the medium, andL corresponds to the local-
field factor. In the calculations presented here,n andL are set
to 1 (isolated molecule in a vacuum).

The sum-over-states (SOS) expression to evaluate the com-
ponents of the second hyperpolarizabilityγRâγδ can be deduced
using perturbation theory and the density matrix method. By
considering a Taylor expansion of energy with respect to the
applied field, theγRâγδ Cartesian components are given by refs
46 and 47.

In this formula,R, â, γ, andδ refer to the molecular axes;ω1,
ω2, andω3 are optical frequencies, andωσ ) ω1 + ω2 + ω3 is
the polarization response frequency;∑Ρ1,2,3indicates a sum over

the terms obtained by the six permutations of the pairs (ω1/µâ),
(ω2/µγ), and (ω3/µδ); K, L, and M denote excited states and 0
the ground state;|Κ〉 is an electronic wave function with energy
pωΚ relative to the ground electronic state;µR is theRth () x,
y, z) component of the dipole operator,〈K|µR|L〉 ) 〈K|µR|L〉 -
〈0|µR|0〉δKL; the primes on the summation over the electronic
states indicate exclusion of the ground state.ΓK is the damping
factor of excited-state K, and in the present work, all damping
factorsΓ are set to 0.14 eV. To compare the calculatedδ value
with the experimental value measured in solution, the orienta-
tionally averaged (isotropic) value ofγ is evaluated, which is
defined as

Substituted the imaginary part of the〈γ〉 value into eq 1,δ(ω)
that can be compared with the experimental value is obtained.

Generally, the position and relative strength of the two-photon
response are to be predicted using the following simplified form
of the SOS expression (three-state formula):48

whereΜ0k, Μ0n, andΜkn denote the transition dipole moments
from states 0 tok, 0 to n, as well ask to n, respectively;Ε0k

and Ε0n denote the excitation energies from states 0 tok as
well as 0 ton, respectively; the subscripts 0,k, andn refer to
the ground stateS0, the intermediate stateSk, and the TPA final
stateSn, respectively; and∆µ0n is the dipole moment difference
betweenS0 andSn.

In principle, any kind of self-consistent-field molecular orbital
procedure combined with configuration interaction (CI) can be
used to calculate the physical values in the above expressions.
In this paper, the DFT/B3LYP/6-31G method was first used to
calculate molecular equilibrium geometries. Then, the properties
of electronic excited states were obtained by single and double
electronic excitation configuration interaction (SDCI) using the
ZINDO program.49 For all the molecules studied here, the CI-
active spaces were restricted to the 40 highest occupied and 40
lowest unoccupiedπ-orbitals for singly excited configuration
and to the 3 highest occupied and 3 lowest unoccupiedπ-orbitals
for doubly excited configuration. Furthermore, one-photon
absorption (OPA) parameters that are needed to predict TPA
properties were provided. Then, according to the formula (eqs
1-3), the second hyperpolarizabilitiesγ and the TPA cross
sectionsδ(ω) have been calculated. The calculated TPA cross
sections of every molecule include the contributions from 300
lowest-lying excited states. A chosen basis set size of 300 states
included in both configuration interaction and SOS expansion
is sufficient for convergence forδ(ω) of all the molecules (see
Supporting Information).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Molecular Design and Optimization. The chemical
structures of studied molecules are displayed in Figure 1. The
2-dicyanomethylene-3-cyano-4-methyl-2,5-dihydrofuran (TCF)-
type acceptors are stronger and possess peculiar characteristics,42

providing a new strategy to develop better NLO materials and
help us to understand the effects of acceptors andπ-conjugated
chains on NLO of materials. In our paper, the methyl groups in
TCF are substituted with CF3, CN, and phenyl (Ph) groups,
forming acceptors CF3PhTCF, CNPhTCF, and CNCNTCF. The

δ(ω) ) 3pω2
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strengths of these acceptors are in the order of TCF< CF3-
PhTCF≈ CNPhTCF< CNCNTCF. As shown in Figure 1, the
studied molecules can be divided into two groups. One is D
(donor)-π-A (acceptor) type dipolar molecules such as1-7,
and another is A-π-D-π-A type quadrupole molecules such as
8-12. The molecules1-4 and8-11 with the ferrocenyl (Fc)
group as an electron donor and TCF, CF3PhTCF, CNPhTCF,
and CNCNTCF as electron acceptors provide a possibility of
assessing the effects of the strengths of acceptors on the TPA
of a material. To further ascertain the effects of increasing
π-bridge length conjugation on the TPA of a material, the
molecules5-7 and 12 have been built by inserting a vinyl-
thiophen chain between donor and acceptor groups of1-4 and
8. All the molecular geometries have been calculated with the
hybrid B3LYP functional combined with the 6-31G basis set
using the Gaussian 03program suite.50 To compare the
optimized results with the experimental data, the Supporting
Information collects the selected bond lengths for the ferrocenyl
segments in the optimized geometries of the molecules1, 2, 5,
and 6, as well as the corresponding single-crystal X-ray
diffraction data. Our calculated bond lengths are in agreement
with the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data; the maximum error
is smaller than 0.06 Å. At the B3LYP/6-31G level, the
ferrocenyl group in the molecule takes an eclipsed conformation;
the average Fe-Cring distance is about 2.082 Å, the average
intra C-C bond length and C-C-C angle of cyclopentadienyl
(Cp) are 1.437 Å and 107.99°, respectively, which are slightly
larger than 2.04 Å, 1.416 Å, and 107.8° reported in the
literature.40 The two Cp rings in the ferrocenyl group are
perfectly planar and nearly parallel. The deviations between the
Cp and the vinyl plane connected to it are in the range 3.89-
12.73°; molecules1 and 8 with the relatively weak acceptor

TCF have the smallest deviations of 6.23° and 3.89°, respec-
tively, while molecules4 and 11 with the strongest acceptor
CNCNTCF have the largest deviations of 11.28° and 12.73°,
respectively. The other parts in the studied molecules are in
the same plane except for the substituents appended to the
acceptors.

3.2. Electronic Structures and One-Photon Absorptions.
The frontier orbital energies predicted with the B3LYP/6-31G
method are schematically plotted in Figure 2. The energies of
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), HOMO- n, and
LUMO + n (n ) 1, 2, and 3) are summarized in Table 1. From
Figure 2 and Table 1, some characteristics of the electronic
structures of ferrocenyl derivatives can be found: (1) As the
strengths of the acceptors increase (TCF< CF3PhTCF ≈
CNPhTCF< CNCNTCF), the HOMO and LUMO energy levels
decrease. (2) With increasing theπ-bridge conjugation length,
the HOMO energies increase and the LUMO energies decrease

Figure 1. Chemical structures of studied molecules.

Figure 2. B3LYP/6-31G predicted molecular orbital energy diagram.
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(from 1 to 5, 2 to 6, and3 to 7). However, there is an exception
in which the LUMO energy of8 is -3.76 eV smaller than that
of 12 (-3.65 eV). (3) In comparison with the dipolar molecules,
the energy levels of HOMO and LUMO for the quadrupole
molecules are lower. (4) The HOMO-LUMO energy gaps
change in the order of1 (2.84 eV)) 8 (2.84 eV)> 9 (2.74
eV) > 3 (2.67 eV)> 2 (2.66 eV)> 10 (2.60 eV)) 11 (2.60
eV) > 4 (2.46 eV)> 12 (2.26 eV)> 5 (2.22 eV)> 7 (2.13
eV) > 6 (2.12 eV). Comparing the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps
of these molecules, we find that the HOMO-LUMO energy
gaps reduce as theπ-bridge conjugation length increases, and
the effects of theπ-bridge conjugation length on the HOMO-
LUMO energy gaps are larger than that of the acceptors. A
marked feature of the energy diagram is the large energy gaps
between the LUMO and LUMO+ 1 for the dipolar molecules
1-7 as well as between the LUMO+ 1 and LUMO+ 2 for
the quadrupole molecules8-12. The LUMO-LUMO +
1energy gaps of1-4 are in the range 1.51-2.06 eV, the
LUMO-LUMO + 1 energy gaps of5 and 6 are about 1.56
eV, and in the quadrupolar molecules8-12, the LUMO-
LUMO + 1 energy gaps decrease to about 0.20 eV.

The OPA spectra of studied molecules have been calculated
by the ZINDO method. The maximum OPA wavelengths
(λmax

O ), the corresponding oscillator strengths (f), and the
transition natures are tabulated in Table 2. The theoretical and
experimental data42 for these molecules show two optical
transitions. Note that the ZINDO-derived lowest-energy “transi-
tions” for all structures possess very small oscillator strengths
(0.011-0.031) relative to those of the higher-energy transitions
(0.747-2.083). When the computed optical properties are
compared with those from experiment, it can be seen that the
ZINDO method successfully predicts the intense shorter-
wavelength transitions. Though the ZINDO method less ac-
curately predicts the characteristics of the weak longer-
wavelength optical absorptions, it does not influence the accurate
prediction of the TPA properties of ferrocenyl derivatives,
because the longer-wavelength transitions contribute little to the
NLO properties.34,35 It can be found from Table 2 that, from

449.5 nm for1 to 466.1 for4, the higher-energy absorption is
red-shifted by 16.6 nm; from 524.3 nm for5 to 550.1 nm for7
and from 432.2 nm for8 to 440.7 nm for11, the higher-energy
absorptions are red-shifted by 25.8 and 8.5 nm, respectively.
Therefore, as the strengths of acceptors increase from TCP to
CNCNTCF, the higher-energy absorptions show red shifts (10-
30 nm). When increasing theπ-bridge conjugation length, the
higher-energy absorptions are red-shifted by 75-100 nm from
1-3 and8 to 5-7 and12. In comparison with1-3, the higher-
energy absorptions of the quadrupole molecules8-11are blue-
shifted by 17-26 nm (449.5, 450.1, 448.9, and 466.1 nm for
1-4; 432.2, 431.5, 430.4, and 440.7 nm for8-11, respectively)
and the oscillator strengths are increased by about two times.
As shown in Table 2, the single electron excitation from HOMO
to LUMO dominates the higher-energy transitions for the dipolar
molecules1-7, while for the quadrupole molecules8-12, the
single electron excitations between HOMO- 1, HOMO,
LUMO, and LUMO + 1 have dominant contributions to the
higher-energy transitions. This can be explained in terms of the
structures of the energy level of molecule. There are far smaller
energy gaps between HOMO and HOMO- 1 and between
LUMO and LUMO+ 1 in the quadrupole molecules8-12 than
in the dipolar molecules1-7 (see Figure 2). The molecular
orbital can be described as the linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO). Taking1 as an example, we will analyze the
nature of the higher-energy absorptions of ferrocenyl derivatives.
Within the zero differential overlap (ZDO) approximation, the
wave functions of HOMO and LUMO (ΨHOMO

1 andΨLUMO
1 ) of

1 are described as follows:ΨHOMO
1 ) 0.30ΦFe

1 [3d(x2 - y2)] -
0.30ΦC

7[2p(z)] - 0.27ΦC
9[2p(z)], ΨLUMO

1 ) -0.51ΦC
5[2p(z)] +

0.47ΦC
9[2p(z)] + 0.33ΦC

4[2p(z)]. Here, ΦA
n [b] denotes the

wave function of the orbitalb in atomA(n). In molecule1, atom
Fe (1) locates in the center of the ferrocenyl group, and C(7)
and C(9) are in theπ-conjugation bridge, while atoms C(4) and
C(5) locate in the acceptor. Apparently, the higher-energy
absorption of1 comes from the metal-to-ligand transition
(MLCT). For other ferrocenyl derivatives, we can obtain the

TABLE 1: Energies of the Frontier Molecular Orbitals HOMO - n and LUMO + n (n ) 0, 1, 2, and 3)a

mol 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HOMO - 3 -7.149 -7.206 -7.250 -7.445 -6.582 -6.820 -6.814 -6.998 -7.187 -7.673 -7.673 -6.378
HOMO - 2 -6.477 -6.630 -6.682 -6.986 -6.035 -6.165 -6.181 -6.955 -7.060 -7.415 -7.415 -6.349
HOMO - 1 -6.252 -6.291 -6.338 -6.536 -5.905 -6.038 -6.046 -6.662 -6.767 -7.148 -7.148 -5.993
HOMO -6.085 -6.138 -6.187 -6.378 -5.645 -5.762 -5.782 -6.599 -6.725 -7.087 -7.087 -5.894
LUMO -3.244 -3.474 -3.518 -3.922 -3.424 -3.641 -3.650 -3.757 -3.981 -4.489 -4.489 -3.648
LUMO + 1 -1.184 -1.539 -1.818 -2.408 -1.903 -2.084 -2.095 -3.526 -3.763 -4.286 -4.286 -3.561
LUMO + 2 -0.986 -1.349 -1.428 -1.798 -0.927 -1.231 -1.547 -1.731 -1.891 -2.799 -2.799 -2.207
LUMO + 3 -0.885 -1.033 -1.105 -1.467 -0.652 -0.978 -1.261 -1.652 -1.820 -2.796 -2.796 -2.017

a Unit: eV.

TABLE 2: OPA Properties for Studied Molecules

lowest energy transition higher energy transition

mol λmax
O /nm oscillator strength (f) λmax

O /nm oscillator strength (f) CI coefficient

1 671.7 (630)42 0.011 449.5 (424)42 0.781 0.88(Hf L)
2 678.6 (684)42 0.011 450.1 (442)42 0.831 0.89(Hf L)
3 680.4 0.012 448.9 0.831 0.89(Hf L)
4 695.1 0.020 466.1 0.747 0.87(Hf L)
5 649.0 (664)42 0.016 524.3 (522)42 1.180 -0.94(Hf L)
6 653.2 (738)42 0.029 551.4 (562)42 1.255 0.93(Hf L)
7 654.1 0.028 550.1 1.267 0.93(Hf L)
8 646.8 0.013 432.2 1.582 -0.39(H-1 f L) - 0.55(H-1 f L+1) + 0.58(Hf L)
9 638.8 0.016 431.5 1.652 0.58(H-1 f L+1) + 0.61(Hf L)
10 640.2 0.014 430.4 1.733 -0.61(H-1 f L+1) - 0.62(Hf L)
11 661.4 0.016 440.7 1.780 -0.68(H-1 f L+1) + 0.62(Hf L)
12 644.3 0.031 519.6 2.083 0.36(H-1 f L) - 0.46(H-1 f L+1) + 0.45(Hf L)

+ 0.57(Hf L+1)
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same conclusion. Contour surfaces of the frontier orbitals
relevant to OPA are plotted in Figure 2 in the Supporting
Information. We can clearly find that the HOMOs in1-12and
(HOMO - 1)s in8-12are mainly distributed on the ferrocenyl
moiety with some contribution from theπ-bridge, while the
LUMOs in 1-12 and (LUMO + 1)s in 8-12 are largely
localized on the acceptors with some contribution from the
π-bridge. Therefore, the higher-energy absorptions of the
ferrocenyl derivatives (1-12) originate from charge transitions
from the ferrocenyl moiety to the acceptor moiety (MLCT).

3.2. Two-Photon Absorptions.According to the expressions
(eqs 2 and 3), the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities〈γ〉 of
the studied molecules have been calculated, and then TPA cross
sectionsδ(ω) have been obtained by using eq 1. The calculated
results are summarized in Figure 3. The maximum TPA
wavelengths (λmax

T ), the maximum TPA cross sections (δmax
T ),

the imaginary parts of third-order nonlinear susceptibilities

(Ιmγ), and the transition natures are collected in Table 3. We
chose (E)-CpFe(η-C5H4)CHdCHC6H5 (A in Table 3) and Fe-
{η-C5H4-(E)-CHdCH-4-C6H4CtCH}2 (B in Table 3) as
examples to examine our calculation method. As shown in Table
3, our calculated results are in good agreement with the
experimental values. The maximum TPA positions for1-4,
5-7, and8-11are in the ranges 740-760, 860-890, and 650-
695 nm, respectively. The maximum TPA of12occurs at 792.6
nm. It can be found that the effects of the acceptors on the
maximum TPA wavelengths of ferrocenyl derivatives are
smaller, while increasing theπ-bridge conjugation length leads
to large red shifts of the maximum TPA wavelengths (120-
140 nm). In comparison with the dipolar molecules, the
maximum TPA wavelengths of the quadrupole molecules are
blue-shifted by 67-94 nm.

The maximum TPA cross sections increase as the strengths
of the acceptors increase. The maximum TPA cross section of

Figure 3. TPA spectra for studied compounds.
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1 is 505.87 GM (1 GM) 10-50 cm4 s/photon). As the TCF in
1 is substituted with CF3PhTCF or CNPhTCF, the maximum
TPA cross sections of2 and 3 increase by 100 and 128 GM
(605.55 GM for2 and 634.25 GM for3), respectively. The
maximum TPA cross section of4 is reduced to 538.25 GM
when the CNCNTCF substitutes for the CF3PhTCF in 2 or
CNPhTCF in3. The reason for the reduction is the decrease of
the couplings between electronic states caused by replacement
of phenyl group. Increasing theπ-bridge conjugation length
leads to enhancement in the maximum TPA cross sections. The
maximum TPA cross section of5 increases by 134.9 GM
relative to1 (640.77 GM vs 505.87 GM, respectively). On going
from 2 to 6, the maximum TPA cross section increases by 97.7
GM (605.55 GM vs 703.28 GM, respectively). The maximum
TPA cross section of7 increases by 134.8 GM relative to3
(771.91 GM vs 634.25 GM, respectively). Among studied
molecules, the quadrupole molecules have the largest TPA cross
sections (2421.93, 2423.11, 2551.78, 2055.16, and 2968.51 GM
for 8-12, respectively), which are about 4 times the values of
the corresponding dipolar molecules, indicating the stronger
interactions between the top and bottom branches.

According to eq 4, the linear optical parameters for the
maximum TPAs of the studied molecules are summarized in
Table 4. The relationship betweenδmax and [Μ0k(x)Μkn(x)]2/
[(Ε0k - Ε0n/2)2Γ] + [Μ0n(x)∆µ0n(x)]2/[(Ε0n/2)2Γ] for 1-7 is
plotted in Figure 4. From Table 4 and Figure 4, some important
conclusions can be drawn: (1) For the dipolar molecules, the
charge transfers mainly occur on thex axis (the molecular long
axis), and the positions and relative strengths of the maximum
TPAs can be predicted with the three-state formula. As shown
in Figure 4, the calculated points are averagely distributed on

the two sides of the straight line. (2) The increase in transition
dipole moments between the ground states and the intermediate
states and the increase in transition dipole moments between
the intermediate states and the final states are main reason for
enhancement of the maximum TPA cross sections from1 to 4
to 2 to 3 and from6 to 7. The CF3PhTCF and CNPhTCF with
a phenyl group cause larger transition dipole moments than
stronger acceptor CNCNTCF. On going from5 to 6, the increase
of the maximum TPA cross sections is ascribed to a reduction
of the energy tuning term (Ε0k - Ε0n/2) (0.87 eV vs 0.72 eV,
respectively). (3) The increase of theπ-bridge conjugation length
leads to enhancement of transition dipole moments between the

TABLE 3: TPA Properties for Studied Molecules

mol λmax
T /nm Ιmγ/10-36 esu δmax/GM CI coefficient

1 748.6 4114.15 505.87 -0.32(H-2 f L+12) - 0.56(H-1 f L) + 0.34(H-1 f L+13)
2 742.6 4819.35 605.55 -0.33(H-3 f L) - 0.50(H-2 f L) - 0.34(H-1 f L)

900.2 2643.98 225.65 0.89(Hf L)
3 743.4 5084.19 634.25 0.33(H-3 f L) + 0.50(H-2 f L) - 0.34(H-1 f L)

897.8 2618.77 225.45 0.89(Hf L)
4 760.6 4507.35 538.25 0.33(H-3 f L) - 0.53(H-2 f L) + 0.35(H-2 f L +18)

932.2 4280.81 340.32 0.87(Hf L)
5 868.4 7010.88 640.77 0.55(H-1 f L) + 0.38(Hf L+1) - 0.49(H,Hf L,L)
6 885.2 7960.59 703.28 -0.36(H-3 f L) - 0.49(H-1 f L) - 0.40(Hf L+1) - 0.51(H,Hf L,L)
7 878.2 8589.70 771.91 -0.36(H-3 f L) + 0.50(H-1 f L) + 0.39(Hf L+1) - 0.50(H,Hf L,L)
8 654.8 15021.47 2421.93 -0.55(H-3 f L+1)
9 665 15516.52 2423.11 0.34(H-5 f L+1) + 0.53(H-3 f L+1)
10 671.6 16660.67 2551.78 0.45(H-1,H f L,L+1) - 0.39(H,Hf L,L) + 0.34(H,Hf L+1,L+1)
11 693.0 14334.86 2055.16 0.56(H-3 f L+1)
12 792.6 27000.75 2968.51 -0.47(H-3 f L) -0.34(H-1 f L+2)
A 615.4 (602)34 109.34 (105.3)34 19.93 -0.72(H-2 f L)+ 0.44(Hf L)
B 801.6 (800)51 126.27 (160)51 13.56 (50)51 -0.41(H-2 f L+13)+ 0.36(H-2 f L+14)

TABLE 4: Linear Optical Parameters for the Maximum TPAs for Studied Molecules

mol
M0k(x)

(Debye)
Mkn(x)

(Debye)
M0n(x)

(Debye)
∆µn(x)

(Debye)
E0k

(eV)
E0n

(eV)
[M0k(x)Mkn(x)]2/(E0k - E0n/2)2Γ
+ [M0n(x)∆µ0n(x)]2/(E0n/2)2Γ

1 8.33 5.62 1.73 5.29 2.76 3.31 13137.98 (505.87)
2 8.46 6.58 1.18 5.73 2.75 3.34 18946.70 (605.55)
3 8.60 6.75 1.22 5.62 2.76 3.33 20234.12 (634.25)
4 8.43 5.74 0.04 4.69 2.66 3.26 15826.44 (538.25)
5 10.96 4.77 1.22 0.93 2.36 2.85 22248.38 (640.77)
6 12.05 4.23 1.48 1.69 2.25 2.80 25864.24 (703.28)
7 12.13 4.40 1.53 1.74 2.25 2.82 28828.06 (771.91)
8 11.33 7.62 0.04 3.32 2.87 3.79 56087.56 (2421.93)
9 11.18 7.39 1.20 3.30 2.87 3.73 47956.72 (2423.11)
10 11.79 1.68 0.21 2.15 2.88 3.69 2622.08 (2551.78)
11 12.41 5.48 0.50 5.59 2.81 3.58 31504.30 (2055.16)
12 14.37 1.28 0.01 1.56 2.38 3.13 3584.76 (2968.51)

a x denotes the molecular long axis.b The values in parentheses are the maximum TPA cross sections.

Figure 4. Relationship betweenδmax and [M0k(x)Mkn(x)]2/[(E0k - E0n/
2)2Γ] + [M0n(x)∆µ0n(x)]2/[(E0n/2)2Γ] for 1-7.
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ground states and the intermediate states and reduction of the
energy tuning term (Ε0k - Ε0n/2), enhancing the TPA cross
sections of ferrocenyl derivatives. (4) Analyzing the values of
δmaxand [Μ0k(x)Μkn(x)]2/[(Ε0k - Ε0n/2)2Γ] + [Μ0n(x)∆µ0n(x)]2/
[(Ε0n/2)2Γ], we can find that the TPAs for the quadrupole
molecules8-12do not satisfy the three-state formula, possibly
due to stronger interactions between the top and bottom
branches. From Table 1 in the Supporting Information, we find
that the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities of11 and12 are
dominated by three and six channels,52 respectively. In addition,
these molecules are not perfectly linear, and transition dipole
moments have larger components on they axis. For example,
the values ofΜ05(y) for 8-12 are-3.85, 4.63, 3.94, 3.29, and
4.37 D, respectively.

Because many applications are related to two-photon (TP)
excitation, we take7, 10, and12 as examples to analyze the
origins of TP of ferrocenyl derivatives in this paragraph. The
contours of the frontier molecular orbitals relevant to the
maximum TPAs of7, 10, and12 are plotted in Figure 5. From
Table 3, we can find that the maximum TPA of7 mainly
originates from the single electronic excitation from HOMO-
1 to LUMO and the double electronic excitation from HOMO
to LUMO. As shown in Figure 5, in7, the HOMO- 1 and
HOMO are mainly distributed on the ferrocenyl moiety and the

latter has some contribution fromπ-bridge, while the LUMO
is largely located on the acceptor with some contribution from
π-bridge. Thus, the TP excitation of7 mainly concentrates on
the donor (ferrocenyl) moiety to the acceptor (CNPhTCF) part.
The maximum TPA of10 comes from the double electronic
excitations from HOMO- 1 and HOMO to LUMO and LUMO
+ 1, HOMO to LUMO and HOMO to LUMO+ 1. In the case
of 10, the HOMO- 1 and HOMO are mainly distributed on
the ferrocenyl moiety, and the former has many contributions
from the top branch and the latter has some contribution from
the bottom branch, while the LUMO and LUMO+ 1 are largely
located on the acceptor moiety with some contribution from
theπ-bridge. Apparently, the TP excitation of10mainly focuses
on the donor (ferrocenyl) moiety to the acceptor (CNPhTCF)
moiety. For12, the maximum TPA roots in the single electronic
excitations from HOMO- 3 to LUMO and HOMO- 1 to
LUMO + 2. In 12, the HOMO- 3 and HOMO- 1 are mainly
distributed on the ferrocenyl moiety, and the latter has some
contribution from theπ-bridge; the LUMO is largely located
on the acceptor part with some contribution from theπ-bridge,
and the LUMO+ 2 is mainly distributed on theπ-bridge. Thus,
the TP excitation of12 mainly concentrates on the ferrocenyl
moiety to the top and bottom two branches. By the analysis of
origins of the TP excitations for other ferrocenyl derivatives,

Figure 5. Contour surfaces of the frontier orbitals relevant to TPAs for7, 10, and12.
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we can obtain the same conclusion that the TP excitations of
ferrocenyl derivatives mainly concentrate on the donor (ferro-
cenyl) moiety to the acceptor part. In other words, the TP
excitations of ferrocenyl derivatives originate from the metal-
to-ligand transitions (MLCT).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the electronic structures and one- and two-
photon absorption properties of a series of ferrocenyl derivatives
with TCF-type acceptors have been studied. First, their equi-
librium geometries are optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G level.
Then, on the basis of the corrected geometries, the electronic
structures and the OPA spectra of the ferrocenyl derivatives have
been obtained. Though the ZINDO method less accurately
predicts the characteristics of the weak longer-wavelength
optical absorptions, it reproduces the intense higher-energy
transitions (MLCT). The results show that the higher-energy
absorptions are red-shifted as the strengths of acceptors and the
π-bridge conjugation length increase. The higher-energy absorp-
tions of the quadrupole molecules are blue-shifted relative to
the dipolar molecules, and the absorption intensities are
increased by about one time. The TPA properties of the
ferrocenyl derivatives have been calculated by using ZINDO-
SOS method. The maximum TPA cross sections of the ferro-
cenyl derivatives increase with increasing strengths of the
acceptors and theπ-bridge conjugation length. Particularly, the
TCF-type acceptor with a phenyl group can lead to the larger
TPA cross section. The maximum TPA cross sections of the
quadrupole molecules are about 4 times those of the dipolar
molecules, indicating the stronger interactions between the top
and bottom branches via iron. The TPAs of the quadrupole
molecules8-12 do not satisfy the three-state formula, and the
possible reasons are discussed. Finally, taking7, 10, and12 as
examples, we discussed the two-photon excitations of the
ferrocenyl derivatives and draw a conclusion that the two-photon
excitations of ferrocenyl derivatives mainly originate from
MLCTs. The quadrupole ferrocenyl derivatives with the TCF-
type acceptors have large TPA cross sections (2000-3000 GM)
and have good transparency (intense absorptions at 400-520
nm); thus, they are promising candidates for TPA materials.
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